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DES MOINES, lowa - With
virtually every component totally
newor re-engineered, the M-F 3000
Series tractors are brand new
“clean sheet” designs without any
compromises.

“Autotronic” models will have
the automated controls package as
standard. “Datatronic” models
share the same automated
systems but with additional
systems that provide automatic
wheelslip control and a wide range
of information about the tractor’s
performance, which the driver can
use to adjust his operating
techniques to maximizeefficiency.

Basic models share all the other
leading features of the
“Datatronic” and “Autotronic”
machines, including fully-
synchronized 16-speed trans-
missions and electronically-
controlled three-point linkages.

600Series Replaced
The new 3000 Series machines,

replacing the existing four-model
M-F 600 Series range, include: M-F
3050- 60 PTO hp; M-F 3060 - 68 PTO
hp; M-F 3070 - 80 PTO hp; and M-F
3090- 95 PTO hp.

All are offered with two or four-
wheel drive, and cabs have noise
levels well down in the mid-70’s
dBArange.

Engines
Familiar and well-proven

Perkins diesel engines provide the
heart of the 3000 Series tractors.
Matched with entirely new
drivelines, power losses have been
dramatically reduced to give
direct power increases at the
wheels and PTO.

The six-cylinder machine, the
MF 3090, has the Perkins A6.3544
naturally-shaped engine, of
which more than one million in
various versions are already in use
worldwide.

The four-cylinder Perkins A4.236
and A4.248 naturally-aspirated
engines are used in the M-F 3050
and 3060 respectively, while the
3070 has a turbocharged four-
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cylinder AT4.236 engme.
The M-F 3070’s turbocharged

engine incorporates Perkins’
unique “wastegate” design. This
ensures a high boost at low engine
RPM for improved low-speed
torque. At high engine speed ex-
cess boost pressure is dumped via
a valve.

Transmissions
The hydraulically-actuated

clutches are self-adjusting and
require no maintenance. The same
basic 13-inch unit is used across the
range with variations in spring
loadings and friction plate
material to match the different
engine outputs.

Operated by two “H” gate
levers, the transmission is fully-
synchronized and provides 16
forward and 16 reverse speeds. An
optional speed-shift can be added
to increase the number of forward
and reverse speeds to 32. For
special applications, a creeper unit
can also be installed that will in-
crease the number of slower
speeds available.

The optional Speed-shift,
hydraulically operated by a push-
button, provides an instant down
change without declutching that
increases pulling power by 26
percent to maintain work output in
the toughest conditions.

The creeper gearbox option will
provide anadditionalrange of slow
speedsas low as 0.3 mph.

Power Takektff
The standard PTO is a 540 or 1000

RPM, provided by in-
terchangeable shafts. The 540 or
1000RPM output is almost exactly
at the same engine speeds (1997
RPM for 540 and 2000 RPM for
1000). This provides the flexibility
for PTO operations of a useful
range of engine torque back-up to
maintain output if loads increase,
as well as the opportunity to in-
crease engine speeds to drive
machines faster if needed.

The driveshaft to the PTO gears
employs a “straight through”

TRACTORS IN STOCK

Butler, Berg, Farmway,
Fiberdome, Jamesway

BUY THE BEST

• Real “fuel misers”
• Low maintenance cost
• Easy to work on
• Excellent parts/service support
• Exclusive 4WD on57,70.85, 165 H P

Models
Belarus Warranty Included In Price
BUY FROM YOURFACTORY DIRCCT DCALBi

MODEL
290
400
420
520
505
520

design, which reduces the number
of components. This, combined
with locating the pressure
lubricated clutch well above the oil
level in the transmission housing to
reduce oil drag within the clutch,
largely accounts forthe increase in
power available through the
transmission to the wheels and
PTO.

Two or Four-Wheel Drive

RO VENDALE SUPPLY;-:
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With’tuming angles of 55 degrees
on two-wheel drive models and 50
degrees on four-wheel drive
machines, maneuverability of the
M-F 3000 Series tractors is ex-
cellent for tight turns in the field or
working in cpnfined spaces. The
axles can oscillate through 22
degrees for good ground contact
over undulating surfaces.

Both two and four-wheel drive
use the same front axle pivot
bearings and support casting, with
the pivotbearings widely spaced to
minimize stress inthe axle beam.

Drive to the front wheels is
transmitted via a central shaft,
and engaged by push-button. The
front four-wheel drive axle is
Massey-Ferguson’s new open
design constant velocity joint,
which prevents the blockages that
can occur with closed designs.
Final reduction gears and half-
shafts are fully-sealed against
water, dust and mud. It is fitted
with the M-F front differential
lock, which operates
automatically.

Easy Serviceability
The routine oil and filter

changing and cleaning intervals
are 250 hours for engines and 1000
hours fortransmissions.

Upper and lower panels on both
sides of the hood are easily
removed for complete access to
the enginearea.

The transmission oil filter is
externally-mounted at the side of
the center housing. The engine oil

Exit 31, Rt 1-80 to 180 (Old Rt 147)

to Watsontown Exit (You Are There')

Ph. 717-538-5521 or 742-7521
Toll Free PA 1-800-232-DALE

M-F 88, Sat 88

57 |IO,MS
57 $12,050
70 $11,775
70 $11,095
70 $13,050
70 *lO,lOO
70 *13,900
60 *12,305
89 *11,905
85 $14,995

Plus
Freight

Dealer
Prep
Less

Trade-In822 4WD Cab >5 115,925
9224WDCab 100 *17,000
KPH-2 1 Rotary Mower *2,400
Engine Ideal for 29 Skid Loader *2,395
Lime Manure SlurrySpreader, 450 Bu *5,495

Thomas Townsley
Roof Coating

& Painting
Asphalt Coating A Specialty

Industrial - Residential -

Commercial
Driveway seal coated & repaired

215-484-2123

MOWERS, BALERS,
CORNPICKERS,

CHOPPERS, ETC.
We have the right size,

weight, shape, price
and engine available.

4toBOH,P.We're
Buying Quolity!

Farmer’s Cheese Co-Op Now Offers
Premiums For Extra Quality Milk. We
Want The Best Quality Milk Because
QuiteSimply, The Best Quality Milk
Makes The Best Quality Cheese.

LOMBARDINI DIESEL USES >7 OR
LESS FUEL THAN GASENGINES

LESS DOWNTIME THAN
GASENGINES

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF:
With the use of analytical and computer technology, we will pay you
(based on the cheese and cream market) what a hundred pounds of your
milk will yield in cheese and cream.
Farmer’s Cheese Co-Op will be paying its farmers on a bi-monthly basis,
plus offering a group hospital insurance.

Quality MUk Costs More But Wo Think It's Worth It.
If you want more for your milk -

CALL (412) 946-8729
Ask For Ron or Jack

Farmer's Cheese Inc.
P.O. Box 198, New Wilmington, PA 16142 ( 412) 946-8729

DIESELS
OUR

SPECIALTY

255 Mascot Rd.
Ronks, PA 17572
(717) 656-3322
(717) 295-1729

Massey 3000-Series Tractors New From Ground Up

Model
9LD560-2 |

1 12 month warranty or 4 Price per horsepower
2,000 hours 5 Easy starting

2 Low fuel consumption 6 100% back-up with
3 Low maintenance parts and service

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

New M-F 3090 tractor has 95 PTO hp. All 3000-Series units
have 16-speed transmissions, speed-shift and electronically
controlled three-point linkages.

filter and fuel filters are also in- are self-adjusting. Oil in the
stantly accessible. braking system is automatically

Batteriesare maintenance-free. maintained at the correct level by
Brakes, including the parking the hydraulic system,

brake, and the transmission clutch

NEED SOMEONE WHO
CAN FILL THE SHOES?

Try A Help Wanted Ad
In Classified.

Phone: 717-394-3047 or 717-626-1164

BILOMBAPDINI diesels121■yD
mD"™ 11’1 The Farmer's ChoiceThePowerhouse
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Is your old engine giving you a headache? Try a LOMBARDINL..WorId’s
Largest Manufacturer of Small Air-Cooled Diesel Engines.

i«*U»XnowY«ij
S*rvk* Prob**#
Ch*ck Our Pried

Service After The Sole...Thof's Us!
HOOVER DIESEL SERVICE

313 FurnaceRd.
Quarryville, PA 17566

(717) 786-2173


